I end to the opponents' hope for a same finish in the first nine places. One second behind the winner, and the run it proved to be a real run-first mile, holding it to the finish. Trinity, Connecticut State, and New England Jr. three-years. Bud Bryant, Davre Bailey, Charlie Goldie, Dick Poorman, and Schwartz who has led the team to new course record when he took the tape in the past-three races, has been one of the leaders. The Tech team put Al Gault into the six. The Infirmary North Shore, and M.I.T. placed five men to take an almost Behind Vogel, The Tech team won in his first year out for track. Hle

Football Tourney Begins This Week Round Robin Playoffs To Start Thanksgiving

The Beaver Key Football Tourney begins this week with the first two games to be played, and six more games scheduled for the weekend. The tourney is designed to continue up to Thanksgiving weekend when there will be a Round Robin playoff among the losers. The rules have already been sent out to the seventeen teams who have registered for the tournament. Three rules were adopted from the Dartmouth-Army A.T.T. touch, but the old Beaver Key rules which unfortunately have been last. Some new rules are slightly closer from the old, and have already been several complaints made to Ken Keating, 344, and John Hall, 144, managers of the tournament. These complaints contain that the men eligible to receive prizes, etc. It is therefore suggested that before the game the captains of the teams meet to discuss possible changes in the rules. If there still remains any doubt about the meaning of the Round Robin, a definite set of rules will be adopted.

Teams are asked to report as early as possible so that the game may be completed and formally begun. The field designated on the map will be used. Any men with experience are to see either Hall or Keating at the Graduate House.

M.I.T. Swordsman Swing into Action

Once again the M. I. T. Fencing team is swinging into action. The M.I.T. team will take the place of the infirmary which has been going, and the event will be changed at all games but all regulations will remain. The Briggs field, an urgent need for referees and the many men with experience are to see either Hall or Keating at the Graduate House.

M.I.T. swimmers

Tie For First Place In Newfoundland fisherman and the soldier are understood everywhere. Around the world Coca-Cola Friendly greetings like the paused that refreshes—The pause that refreshes—The pause that refreshes—the Beaver Kev Football Tourney in the van. Then began a battle of the Charles a crews were bow and bow, with the circumstances of the American

Crimson thrashing the Charles a good length astern. The Beaver Kev Football Tourney is the teams meet to decide possible changes in the rules. These complaints contain that the men eligible to receive prizes, etc. It is therefore suggested that before the game the captains of the teams meet to discuss possible changes in the rules. If there still remains any doubt about the meaning of the Round Robin, a definite set of rules will be adopted. Teams are asked to report as early as possible so that the game may be completed and formally begun. The field designated on the map will be used. Any men with experience are to see either Hall or Keating at the Graduate House.
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